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A Soclety formed for the preservation of Recorded Sound

VOLUME 11 ISSUE 3 FEBRUARY 1976
EDITOR: W.T.Norris, SECRETARY: Mrs L.Drummond,'Waipapa’, P.O. Box 5175,Swannanoa, Papanui,Rangiora R.D.1, Christchurch,NEW ZEALAND NEW ZEALAND

FOR YOUR INFORMATION
1976 has arrived and our Secretary has requested me to remind members of the new subscription rates which applyfrom 8th September 1975:- Overseas members (airmail) $4.00 (N.Z.) p.a.

New Zealand members (other than Christchurch) $3.00Christchurch members $3.00 p.a. plus levy of $1.00As postage rates are increasing rapidly, it would be appreciated if members could send the correct subscription.
EDISON ELECTRIC LIGHT POSTER
We have received letters regarding the price of these, and we can supply for 15¢ (postage extra either by sea orairmail).

ADVERTISEMENTS
WANTED TO PURCHASE
Shirley Temple '78’ records. Willing to pay approx $1 each.Reply: D.Morris, 67 Parkway, Wainuiomata, N.Z.
WANTED TO SWAP
A three record set "The Sleeping Princess' (Tchaikovsky) by Salder's WellsOrchestra H.M.V., new condition f_9_r “Peter and the Wolf" - The Serge Koussevitzkyand The Boston Symphony Orchestra, narrator Richard Hale Record No.3900 notparts 1 and 2 on 12". Reply: D.Morris, 67 Parkway, Wainuiomata, N.Z.

PATHE ACTUELLE
We are fortunate to be able to illustrate in this issue, one of the most unusual and ornate machines we know toexist in a private collection. The woodwork is magnificent and most attractive, and we are grateful to the proudowner, Larry Schick for the loan of excellent photographs used to illustrate such workmanship. Very little is knownabout the Pathe Actuelle except it uses an A/C electric motor to drive the turntable. We are unable to date it, butthink it was produced in the late 1930’s. More information would be appreciated.

EDISON DIAMOND Discs w.T.Norris
REPRODUCERS
Over the years many mistakes have been made, some purely by accident, others due to lack of knowledge.We try to keep our facts straight, but this is not always easy to do. Who do we have to turn to for facts? Veryoften, its only by putting thoughts into print, mistakes are discovered and then the true facts presented.We are always grateful to those who supply us with facts, and for this reason we repeat an article printed in’Vol.2Issue 3 1967. As we now see it, there were four main types of Edison Diamond Disc Reproducers manufactured.These are:- A. Standard

B. Long Play
C. Edisonic
D. Dance
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A. STANDARD . _Many variations of the Standard model reproducer were manufactured and finished in three {main colours, gold, silver,and antique silver. All used the same diameter stylus, a real diamond, ground cone shape to .006 of an inch.
B. LONG PLAY
These were manufactured the same as the standard reproducer, except the head was set at an angle, weight aboutthe same, but stylus had a finer point, .003 of an inch. This model had engraved "Long Play” on the surface top-sideof the reproducer and was supplied with machines using the feed change gearing.
C. EDISONIC
This model reproducer was fitted to two model diamond disc machines advertised as "Edisonic". The reproducerwas designed to give an increase in volume over the standard; 25% was claimed. This was achieved by using alarger heavier weight and a small coiled spring fitted between the weight and the opposite end of the arm that holdsthe diamond.
D. DANCE
This model has a heavy weight and also the small coiled spring fitted between stylus arm and floating weight, the sameas the Edisonic, but has an extra spring fitted between a cross pin in the throat and the diaphram (see illustration),hence the reason for making the reproducer removable from the throat. This extra spring was again added to give anincrease in the level of sound for dancing. Our thanks go to John Simpson, Queensland, Australia, for sending usthe clear illustration of the Dance Reproducer advertisement taken from "The Australasian Phonograph Monthly"and dated February 20th, 1927.
PLEASE NOTE: Illustration of Dance Reproducer clearly showing cross pin where spring was fitted.
"THE AUGMENTED —— 78 —" ................................................................... Adair Otley
This is the title given to a 'special' type of '78‘ R.P.M. Record - originally issued in Germany and later re-issued inAustralia in the early 50's.
Considered largely as an experiment in its time, this Record took the form of a LONG PLAYING '78' and playedfor a total time duration (both sides) of 18 minutes! It averaged 9 minutes-a-side and when first produced tendedto act as a 'bridge' production from the old original 78’s (which ceased commercial production in NZ. about 1953)to their far more modern, versatile and longer-playing counterpart — the 33-1/3’5.They were produced in Germany originally on the TELEFUN KEN label, as a twelve inch record and later the samesize re-issued in Australia on their label bearing the title RADIOLA-TELEFUN KEN — a collabored production betweenTelefunken and A.W.A.
Special cardboard covers were produced for these records and on both sides A.W.A. made full use of the space toadvertise their 'new' product. The grooves of the record were 'very fine' although still a far cry from present-dayStereo Micro-groove. Standard needles or a stylus could be used to play them, but heavy soundboxes or pickupswere NOT recommended! An illustration will be found elsewhere in this issue.
THE PASSING PARADE by Frank Puls
"PAUL ROBESON: Philadelphia, January 23. The famous bass-singer and actor died todayfollowing the effects of a stroke he sustained late last year. He was seventy~seven."
Robeson began his recording career in the mid-1920’s with best-sellers which included 'Deep River' with LawrenceBrown at the piano (8.2619) and ’Plantation Song Medley' with Nataniel Shilkret and the Victor Orchestra andChorus (c.1585). 2.
In 1928 he made his first version of 'Old Man River' backed by Paul Whiteman & His Concert Orchestra. The reverseside of this disc. 'Showboat — Vocal Gems', included also some early examples of Bing Crosby singing with othermembers of the Rhythm Boys. The record was released under catalogue No.C.1505. .In about 1932, Robeson again recorded 'Old Man River' —this time on ten-inch EA.849. Circa 1936 brought thefirst film version of "Show Boat" in which Robeson starred. This was followed by another version of 'Old ManRiver’. The reverse side featured 'I Still Suits Me' — a duet sung by Paul Robeson and his wife, Elisabeth Welch.This was recorded in England and released there on H.M.V. disc No.3.8497 and in Australasia under EA. 1765.By 1940 Paul Robeson had recorded over one hundred sides for the Victor Company in the United Stated and theH.M.V. Company in Britain. Later he recorded for other companies — which included Columbia.'ln later.years his frequent visits to the Soviet Union and his glowing praise for that country led to him to becomingan outcast in the United States and he went to Russia to live.
He returned to Philadelphia over ten years ago, and lived there quietly with his sister until his illness late last year.Of Robeson, I think no other tribute could have been more fitting than that made by my aunt, Sister RosemaryTurner, who said “Of his politics, well that was his own business. But, of his voice; It sounded like a great organ".

TRANSPORT OF SOUND

For some time we have been contemplating a series under the above heading, intending tocover other interests, such as telegraph, telephone, radio. We hope this will be of interestand look forward to readers comments.
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CHRISTMAS MEETING 24.11.75
After completing the formal part of the meeting, members and friends present were entertained by a magician
of some expertise followed by our vice-president, Joffre Marshall, who played an assortment of old favourites on
his piano accordian. Joffre’s brother Malcolm also brought back memories of older country and western songs,
with his wife Pauline bringing a little harmony to one or two items. Surprise of the evening came with the entrance
of a very chic female impersonator, who cleverly mimed several popular songs, including 'her' theme song "I'm a
Girl". Entertainment over, Mrs Norris, wife of our President, drew the raffle. A delicious supper followed. Our
Secretary then cut the Christmas cake to conclude a very enjoyable evening.

POI NTS FROM LETTERS
ADDITION TO FOSTER ARTICLE
From Frank James, 23 Chelford Street, Alderley, 4051 , Brisbane, Australia — "The Songs We Love" in the October
issue of our magazine. The author claims there were two films made on the life of Stephen Foster, when in actual
fact there were at least three. He may have chosen to overlook the first, made in 1935 and called "Harmony Lane".
The plot of the film was based on the life of Foster and Foster's music was attributed to the main character, although
apparently his name was not used.
A contemporary critique l have, gives the film a very fine "wrap up". It was made by an independent company called ‘ '
“Mascot Pictures" and released in U.S.A. in August of that year. The leading parts were taken by Douglas Montgomery,
Evelyn Venable and Adrienne Ames.
Columbia issued a selection by Debray Somers Band on D0 1472.
LADY LUCK W.Smith
As most collectors will agree many finds are made by keeping one’s eyes and ears open at all times, and it was on such
an occasion, in our local hotel, that I heard a person talking about an old record playing machine which he had seen
at his Grandmother's. I immediately forced my way into the conversation, and over a few beers I learnt that it was
a cylinder machine and that it was in her back shed. I gained from him her address, and the following day I went to
see her.
‘Yes', she did have such a machine, but unfortunately, the previous week she had followed the example of many
others, and as part of a clean up carried out by some pupils of the local school on a work day it had, with all the other I
“junk" that had accumulated over the years, been thrown over the cliff at the back of the house. I was of course,
most disappointed about this, but hoping to at least gain a few parts at the expense of what promised to be a long
climb, I asked her to point out for me where it had gone otter. She did so, and I wandered over to have a look at how
high the cliff was. Laying on my stomach I peered cautiously over the edge, and as I had guessed, it was at least
200ft. high.
However, Lady Luck was smiling upon me this day, for about four feet below me, caught precariously in a few
shrubs and flax, was an Edison Standard Machine. The lid and the horn had gone, probably straight into the river
200ft. below; however, with the aid of a rope and some more luck, I was able to save the machine itself, which was
in very good condition, and made a fine addition to my collection, even after such a narrow escape...
RECORD LISTENING POST No.15 by Barry Sheppard Contd... .
We move on now to music composed by Nina Rota - for the film: "The Godfather" — which, as you may know,
proved to be a No.1 Box Office draw! The record — well, I think each track gives its own story in sound, although
for me, I think I would want to see the film first: however, the recording is clear and well performed, but perhaps
it might have trouble finding its way into the hands of the film music fan. (HORIZON - SH—96344).
”The Swinging Sounds of Graeme Bell" — and his All-Stars — is the next Album up for review with the title:-
"POP GOES GRAEME BELL — ALL STARS" — (HORIZON - HZ-154). This rollicking Album is a pleasure to
listen to as all tracks, all 13 of them, are bright and very tuneful, Some of those numbers are: - THE CANDY MAN/
TlE A YELLOW RIBBON ROUND THE OLD OAK TREE/PRETTY MAID/MUSIC,MUSIC,MUSIC!/TOP OF THE , I
WORLD/and/A DAISY A DAY. I think for readers who like good bright music this Album by Graeme Bell is a
real 'must' -either for background-music or for the next time you take up the carpet to have a Dance-Party; I
really thought it was great! '
From the FESTIVAL Warehouse - we move on to deal with recent releases from the PYE Company - opening
with another Soundtrack Album called "The Great Waldo Pepper" — on (MCA-MAPS-7907) — music by HENRY
MANClNl.
THE GREAT WALDO PEPPER is a title for a film that calls for music —— of its period, in order to give it a rosy hue
in keeping with the fond view it takes of the twenties; but as a picture about early aviation it also gives the composer
plenty of scope for descriptive material. A recording I found to be bright and catchy on all tracks, and a worthy buy
for film music lovers.
Still with PYE — we come next to another recent release by that loved singer from the past - smiling-eyed Deanna
Durbin, with the title: "A Date with Deanna Durbin" on — (MCA Coral — COPS—3868). This find recording brings
back a familiar singing voice to an older generation and perhaps a new voice to the present, but all lovers of good
music will delight in the numbers heard in this Album — such as:—ONE FINE DAY/MY HERO/BRINDISl/WHEN

”KL”..-
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THE ROSES BLOOM AGAIN/PERHAPSIand/SWANEE RIVER — an Album which, I'm sure, will find its way
into the hands of the nostalgic collector.
MARLENE DIETRICH is a name which has grown more and more popular over the years and a recent release
list shows that her name still glows before the public's eyes.
The title is: "Lili Marlene" (MCA Coral — COPS-1259). 'Listening to this pressing . each track reveals the talent
which this great artiste has to offer. Apart from the title song, other numbers hears are:— I'VE BEEN IN LOVE
BE FORE/lLLUSIONS/YOU’VE GOT THAT LOOK/and/FALLING IN LOVE AGAIN. This record contains a
clear sound and I think the recording boys have done a fine job in this re-pressing from the old masters of years
gone by.
The final bracket (of two) comes from REED PACIFIC RECORDS and they should prove to be interesting to
even the non-musical listener. The first Album has the title:- "The Exotic Circle" (KIWI — SLD-38) — the title
of this is meant to convey a panorama of recorder music - old and new - light and serious; the COLLEGE CONSORT
are your artists here - a group based at North Shore Teachers' College, Auckland. They specialise in early music —-
particularly the seven members of the recorder family. A wide range of instruments are used to accompany the
recorders in this fascinating album, they are crumhorns and cornamuse for the medieval section and a harpsicord
for the Elizabethan section. An interesting recording all through, which I’m sure will delight once given the chance
to be heard.
Lastly to our final Album we turn to:-”Scottish Soldiers Abroad" (KIWI —SLC-138I. This tuneful little Album
covers a wide range of Scottish songs which includes the followingt-DASHING WHITE SARGEANT/MY LOVE
BUT A LASSIE YET/A SCOTTISH SOLDIER/THE BLUEBELL POLKA/ and/BONNIE STRATHYRE. Also .
featured in this recording are well known personalities — Peter Fleming (from the Prickly Thistle Club in Dunedin),
Malvina Major (well known for her stage and radio recitals) and Alex Burns (who won the Christchurch T.V. "Have
3 She” some years ago). The Album is of high recording quality and, I’m sure will please particularly those of our
readers interested in the music from Bonnie Scotland. ...... So in the meantime —-‘if you'll take the high road — then
I'll take the low road ......... '

LETTER FROM BOYD WRIGHT
A VISIT TO CHRISTCHURCH
On my annual holiday (November 1975). I decided to visit Christchurch, New Zealand. My main reason for
choosing Christchurch to visit was to see something of New Zealand and to visit as many members of The Vintage
Phonograph Society as possible. The first member I was to call on was Pamela Rogers. We had a most entertainir‘sg
chat and saw some of Pam's Phonographs and gramophones. ,
l was impressed with her Melba over horn disc gramophone. Her Edison Opera and charming little Puck with its
brightly decorated flower horn. Pam also has magic lanterns and models of old sailing ships. The next member
I met was Bill Dini who is in a most convenient spot, situated in the middle of Christchurch and not far from where
I was staying.
Bill is an ardent devotee of the art of collecting Phonographs. l have never before seen so many machines in one
collection. Most impressive was the Edison "Ideal” a forerunner of the "ldelea" which was later named ”ldelia".
all due to copyright on the name Ideal which was owned by another company.
I_ also saw Bill's Edison Spring Motor Phonograph of 1895 the first model Edison was to sell to the public. The
French Gem("La Galous") Edison's first model Gem., Edison Bell Elf with its most unusual screw wheel instead
of a saddle nut. The G & T Model 3A Gramophone with carved sloping sided case (a model I have) included among
the many over horn gramophones and music boxes is a Organa accordeon which played using punched paper and
rolls transported by a clockwork mechanism and suction pump (electric type) to draw air through the roll on the
tracker bar.l visited Waler Norris and saw over his farm. He has a most interesting collection of cylinder records,
Disc records, Gramophones and Phonographs. The Tin foil is most interesting and is much larger than I expected.
The hand cranked Berliner is a fine example of a very early gramophone.
I liked his "Champion" cylinder phonograph with its left hand mounted motor and unusual method of putting a
cylinder record on mandrel. This has to be removed before the record can be placed upon it.
Walter is fortunate in‘the amount of space he has to display his machines.
I visited Roger Cole at his home. He showed me his collection. He has many records of opera singers and a moderate
collection of cylinder phonographs and gramophones. I thought the Amberola 30 mounted on a hall stand type
pedestal most unusual. This I believe was made and sold by a former gramophone dealer, the late Mr Woledge.
Bill Flecknoe took me to his place and showed me a collection of his machines, which included mahogany concert
opera. Bill is most enthusiastic about his collection; is a wood grainer by trade, and has done an excellent job of
wood grain finishing on reproduction horns.
Through Bill’s generosity I was able to see Sumner, Lyttelton and the Bays.
I first met Ivan Skilling in hospital and later at his home. He has a large number of Gramophones in 'somewhat
confined space. Member, Clarry Stewart was kind enough to show me North Brighton area and the Commonwealth
Games Complex where the 1974 games were held.
Clarry is a keen music box collector and surprised me with his Fireside cylinder machine which has a music master
wood Bell Cygnet horn. I visited Ferrymead Park and saw the steam train, electric trams, and various types of
fire-fighting equipment — travelled on both types of tram, and think this is a wonderful place to spend an afternoon
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with the family. ’At Ferrymead, Joffre Marshall took me round the Society's display which is contained in an
old church the Socrety owns. This building they had shifted some 30 miles from its original site to the present
one. I was most impressed with all I saw, and think it marvellous. i would like to see something similar started
over here in Brisbane.
The machines on display are owned by members and also the Society. There is quite a variety of them; these
include H.M.V. over horn Gramophone, Lumiere H.M.V. Re Entrant (small model) Edison diamond disc phonograph
(Baby Grand) and London upright Edison Standard and Triumph cylinder machine, a table model Klingsor with
piano wires strung across the internal horn opening, an unusual machine. There are a number of upright disc
gramophones of different makes and sizes all in playing order. A visitor can see and hear any of the models on display
can purchase Christmas cards, catalogues and reprints, all reprinted by the Society. l was most impressed by what I
saw and the manner in which the public are conducted through the display. Joffre Marshall escorted me to his place
at Kaiapoi and there I saw the set up he has for making many of the Society's parts. His work is excellent and thequality of the parts to a high standard.
l attended the Phonograph Society's meeting — the final one for the year. The programme that was devised for
the evening was most enjoyable; Joffre Marshall played the accordean in a selection of old favourites, the audience
joined in a sing—a-long with him. The most entertaining act was one arranged by Adair Otley. This was a french
cabaret act which was well performed by a female impersonator miming the songs as they were played through atape amplifier. I was much amused and delighted along with the audience by Bill Dini’s remarks in his vote of thanksto the entertainers, and when speaking of the cabaret act he did not know whether to call the performer “him" ‘"it" or "her". An enjoyable supper followed the close of the entertainment. My sincere thanks to all for being
invited to attend. I much enjoyed my visit to Christchurch and appreciate everything done by those I met to makemy holiday a memorable one. Boyd Wright.
THE LEGEND OF JOHN PEEL by Windy
John Peel has long been thought of as a legend, but he did in fact live just over a hundred and twenty years ago.John Peel was born in Caldbeck Cumberland England on November 131h 1766 and died on his birthday 1854. Heeloped at an early age and subsequently became the father of thirteen children. John Peel for more than half acentury was a great huntsman. He maintained a pack of twelve couples of hounds and knew the wiles of any game.The words of the song "John Peel" were composed by one of Peel’s friends and were put to the music of the song“Bonnie Annie". The huntsman composer, J.W.Graves, after singing his composition to Peel jokingly remarked toPeel, "Your name will be sung all over the country when we are both run to earth", a prophecy that came true.The centenary of this famous song was commemorated in a special descriptive record issued by Edison Bell onradio, issued May 1930.
Reference: Phono Record May 1930 — W.B.Tattersall Ltd.
TRANSPORT OF SOUND by Neil Johnson
The Origins of the Electric Telegraph
Most of us are aware of common examples of ‘static' electricity, such as when a plastic comb is rubbed on a piece offur and it becomes capable of attracting little scraps of paper. This attraction is due to the presence of a smallquantity of electricity on the comb which is produced by the friction of rubbing. A number of substances willexhibit this effect at electrical attraction when rubbed. The phenomenon occurs for instance, when amber is rpbbed.This was known to the ancient Greeks and was first mentioned in writing nearly 2600 years ago. But it was not untilthe 18th Century that electricity began to be a popular subject for scientific study. To facilitate experiment}, hand-cranked friction machines were devised to produce the electricity, these usually comprising a glass cylinder or platewhich rubbed against a piece of fur or leather.

Tm: Coxxec'rtox BETWEEN ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETbM
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By the 1730’s it was known that electricity could travel through a conductor of considerable length and still produceg attraction (or repulsion) at the far end. Stephen Gray, 3 pensioner of Charterhouse, demonstrated this with a lengthof thread 264 metres long, supported by loops of silk. Soon after, wire began to be utilized as the conductor. Ina fascinating experiment in France in 1746, Abbe' Nollet arranged a group of monks into a circle 1620 metres incircumference, each monk joined to the other by iron wires. Nollet then passed electricity through the circle; andthe monks all jumped simultaneously with the shock. This, and other less bizarre experiments, showed that elec-tricity could be sent through wire over a long distance and at a speed that was so fast as to be almost incalculable.Here was the term of the electric telegraph. If electricity could make itself known at a distance, why could it notbe utilized to convey signals, or better still, entire messages? In 1753 an anonymous contributor to the ”ScotsMagazine", signing himself simply "C.M.", suggested a method of telegraphy by electricity, His proposal was to use26 wires, each of which would terminate at the far end of the 'line' in a ball, under which was a piece of paper markedwith the letter of the alphabet which corresponded to that particular wire. ln this way, electricity applied to wireNo.1 would cause the paper marked "A" to be attracted upwards at the receiving end, so that given sufficient timeand patience a message could be sent.
A few experimental telegraphs on systems similar to C.M.'s suggestion were built at times during the 18th Century,but none worked sufficiently well to be of practical use. The main problem was that the hand-cran ked electricmachines did not produce electricity of sufficient intensity to operate a telegraph satisfactorily over long distances.Rm at tho end of the r'm‘lurv .! new source of electric current was developed. This was the battery, or Galvanic cell,which provided scientists with a source ofvelectricity which was both constant and reliable.

»—————>
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NEW PRICES OF PHONOGRAPHS AND RECORDS Operative December 11th, 1919
Cylinder Phonographs ' Aust.List N.Z. List

Amberola 30 f. 11 10 O f. 15 0 0
" 50 20 0 0 26 10 0
“ 75 30 0 0 38 10 0

Disc Phonographs —
A 85 £2 32 1O 0 £40 0 0
A 100 40 0 0 50 0 O,
Heppelwhite . 47 10 0 62 1O 0
C 150 50 0 0 65 O 0
Sheraton 60 0 0 75 0 O
C 250 80 0 0 92 10 0

Disc Records -
Class A 0 6 0 0 7 6
Class B 0 8 6 0 10 6
Class C O 11 0 0 13 6
Class D 0 13 6 0 16 0
Class E 0 16 O 0 18 6
Class F 0 22 6 0 27 6


